
Zoning By 2040 LUP Categories Counter Proposal

Proposal:
Simplify existing Title 21 zoning according to the adopted 2040 Land Use Plan
designations by converting some residential zones into new, broadly flexible zones
based on 2040 land use designations. Create a code where when people want to build
housing, they are able to build it.

Existing Zone Converts To:

R-5, R-6, R-7, R-8, R-9 LLR–Large Lot Residential

R-1, R-1A, R-2A, R-2D STFR–Single and Two Family Residential

R-2M, R-3, R-3A MR- Mixed Residential

R-4, R-4A UR-Urban Residential

B-1A, B-1B NC-Neighborhood Commercial

B-3 CC-Commercial Center

I-1, I-2 GI-General Industrial

Other zoning districts would remain the same.

What This Would Require:
● Amending chapter 4: Zoning districts–creating new purpose statements

according to the 2040 land use plan.
● Amending chapter 5: Uses--update the primary use and accessory use tables.

Also look into any special use restrictions for existing zones.
○ Which uses should be allowed where? What is the purpose of

distinguishing between so many use types (especially for residential)?
○ Are there any uses that need to be added or removed? (Short term

rentals, for example)
○ Is this the time to look seriously at moving away from use-based zoning

towards form-based zoning?
● Amending chapter 6: Dimensional standards–Discuss the dimensional standards

for each new zone (lot size, height, setback, etc.)
● Amending chapter 7: Do we need all these highly specific design standards?
● Amending other sections of code with buried references to existing zones.
● Addressing whether Girdwood and Eagle River want a similar approach or prefer

their existing codes.



Justification:
➢ This directly implements the adopted 2040 plan.This is the direction in which the

MOA is already moving.
➢ Large swaths of Title 21 create complications without clear benefit, but this allows

a chance to start over without a complete code rewrite.
➢ The Cross/Zaletel proposal does not address mixed use or industrial zones or

any of the highly impactful elements of Title 21 related to design and other
standards.

Potential Benefits, Obstacles, and Complications:

Benefits
● This addresses the need for

change within the existing
framework.

● This could be a new approach to
zoning which focuses on trying to
reach positive outcomes rather
than avoid negative potentialities.

● Simplified zoning will allow for
expanded property rights and more
flexibility for development.

● Simplified zoning provides more
opportunities for building different
types of housing and other
economic activity.

● Simplified zoning makes local land
use regulations more accessible
and transparent to the public.

● This approach would directly
implement the 2040 plan, and
likely result in an Anchorage that
looks like the plan intended.

Obstacles/Complications
● Existing residents will have less

control/influence over their neighbors
behavior.

● MOA might need to be more responsive
to dealing with nuisances relating to
impactful behaviors on private property.

● Existing bureaucratic structures may be
uncomfortable with uncertainty and/or
hostile to growth/change.

● Finding consensus on design standards
(chapter 7 of Title 21), or establishing a
baseline of what is arbitrary and what is
clear and objective might be difficult.

● This won’t make the desire to exclude
go away. Those with means might resort
to more HOA or other types of
restrictions in some areas, but these are
more easily changed (and enforced
differently) than zoning rules controlled
by the Municipality (see lot reform in
Texas).

How to Move Forward:
1. Direct Municipal Staff to provide a proposal that combines existing zones into

fewer more flexible zones that reflect the 2040 land use plan.
2. Provide a clear timeline for deliverables.
3. Require that any standards be clear, objective, and justifiable under the Title 21

purpose statement that zoning “protects the public health, safety, welfare, and
economic vitality” (or change that purpose statement if it is no longer
appropriate).






